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rviodel reconstruction using photoconsistency refers to a method that creates a photohull, 
an approximate computer model, using multiple calibrated camera views of an object. The 
term photoconsistency refers to the concept that is used to calculate the photohull from the 
camera views. A computer model surface is considered photoconsistent if the appearance of 
that surface agrees with the appearance of the surface of the real world object from all camera 
viewpoints. 
This thesis presents the work done in implementing some concepts and approaches described 
in the literature. A photoconsistent voxel b&':>ed method was used to generate the photohull. 
An algorithm b&':>ed on this method calculates the geometry of the visual hull by removing 
inconsistent voxels from a initial spherical volume until the resultant appearance of the volume 
is consistent with all the camera views. A photo consistency cost function is used to determine 
the consistency of a voxel. This cost function is based on the colours of the pixels of the camera 
views that correspond to the portion of the surface that a particular voxel is representing. 
The primary cost function used in this thesis is the maximum RMS error between the colour 
of the voxel, determined by the mean of all the pixel colours from all camera views that 
can see the voxel, and the pixel colours obtained from each camera view. A threshold is 
used to determine whether the photo consistency error of a voxel indicates if it is consistent or 
inconsistent. An estimation algorithm is used to determine an approximation to the threshold 
that would correspond to the best model reconstruction results. 
The accuracy of the constructed photohull is determined by comparing a rendering of the 
obtained photohull and a camera image that was not used in the reconstruction process. A 
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BRDF or Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function: This is the function that 
describes the reflectance properties of a surface. For more information, see the section on 
radiosity. 
Camera reference frame: This refers to the three dilllensional Cartesian space that defines 
the local world of the camera. The space is defined so that the Z axis of the space lies along 
the optical axis of the camera. The origin of the space is located where the pinhole of a 
pinhole model camera would be located. 
Image reference frame: This refers to the two dimensional Cartesian space that can be 
used to approximate the photosensitive area of a camera. The distance units of the image 
reference frame are normally defined to be in pixels. 
Occlusion: This term refers to the visibility state of a region of surface of an object. The 
surface is occluded if the direct line of sight of that surface is blocked by either another region 
of surface or another object. 
Photoconsistency: This term refers to a state where the appearance of the surface of a com-
puter generated geometrical shape is consistent with the camera views of the corresponding 
surface of the real world object. 
Projection Matrix: The projection matrix is a mathematical construct, a matrix, that 
defines the mathematical mapping of Cartesian points in a three dimensional camera reference 
frame to points in a two dimensional image reference frame. 
Steradian: Like the radian, which is used as a measure of the angle between two lines, 
the steradian is used to measure the solid angle of a cone originating from the centre of the 
sphere. The radian is defined as the length of the arc subtended by the two lines, divided by 
the radius of the circle containing that arc. The steradian is defined as the surface an~a of a 












Visibility: This term refers to whether a region of surface is visible or not occluded when 
viewed from a particular viewpoint. This term is also used to describe what cameras can see 
a region of surface. 
Voxel: This term refers to a small cubic region of space in three dimensions. This concept is 
similar to pixels in two dimensions. 
World reference frame: This refers to the three dimensional Cartesian space that defines 
the physical world. The units of the world reference frame are normally chosen to conveniently 
match the scale of the physical world under consideration. The origin of the world reference 
frame is arbitrary. In this work, the units are in mm and the world reference frame is normally 











Bold capital letters refer to matrices. For example, the letter P refers to the projection matrix. 
Lower-case bold letters refer to vectors. For example, the letter t refers to the translation 
vector of a camera. 
t: Translation vector of a camera indicating its position in the world reference frame. 
R: Rotation matrix indicating the orientation of a camera (or the camera reference frame) 
in the the world. 
P: The projection matrix which maps points from the camera reference frame into the image 
reference frame. 
L: The radiance of a light ray. 
E: The irradiance of a surface due to a single incident light ray. 
p: The BRDF of a surface. 
P: The set that contains all the pixel colours, from all the cameras that can see the same 
region of surface, corresponding to that region of surface. 













The creation of a computer model of a real world object hereafter referred to as the target 
object, can be accomplished using various computational techniques. 
Some techniques use active lighting to determine the geometry of the target object. An 
example is the laser line scanner. This procedure involves the projection of a laser line or 
stripe onto the surface of the target object. The appearance of the laser line on the surface 
is dependent on the geometry of the :mrface. A camera obtains an image of the surface with 
the refiectedlaser line and using this image, the distortion of the laser line can be calculated. 
The surface geometry of the target object is determined by combining the degree of distortion 
of the laser line and the calibration information of the camera. the information that relates 
pixels in the camera image to regions in the real world. The laser line scans the surface to 
obtain a "point cloud", or a set of coordinates that correspond to the points on the surface 
of the target object. This "point cloud" can then be use to construct a computer model 
representation of the target object. 
There are passive methods of creating a model of an object. An example is silhouette based 
model reconstruction. This method obtains multiple calibrated views of an object and seg-
ments these images to produce silhouettes. A geometrical shape called the visual hull is 
calculated so as to be consistent with all the silhouettes. If such a geometrical shape can be 
found, then the shape is an approximate model of the target object. 
What iti meant by 3D model reconstruction utiing photocOlltiititency? In the context of this 
thesis, it refers to the creation of a computer model, or photohull, of a real world object using 
multiple camera views of that object. The reconstruction process is based on the reasoning of 
photoconsistency. Photoconsistency refers to a state where the appearance of the surface of a 











2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
is achieved, the resulting photohull should be an approximate model of the target object. 
Seitz and Dyer describe a method in their paper [1] which uses the surface colour information 
to reconstruct the geometry of the object. Basically, this method attempt to find a surface 
that when viewed frolll the different camera orientations, lllatches the corresponding call1era 
view of the target object. This surface then defines an approximate model that is consistent 
with the available views. It iro thiH method that forms the basis of the work done in this thesis. 
1.1 Objectives of the thesis 
The objectives of this thesis are threefold. 
• A review of some of the literature available concerning the field is presented in order to 
obtain a starting point for the development of the research. 
• To develop and implement a computer algorithm based on a method from the literature 
that can conHtruct a computer model. 
• To evaluate the reconstruction performance of the developed algorithms. 
1.2 Structure of the thesis 
The thesis is divided into chapterH according a particular aspect of the work done. The 
beginning of each chapter contains a summary or overview of the chapter as a whole. 
Chapter 2 presents a brief overview of the mathematics used to deHcribe the operation of 
a simple camera. These mathematical equations are needed to relate the object in the real 
world to the corresponding image views of the object, and are vital to the operation of 
the recom;truction algorithms. Chapter 3 describeH a method of creating computer models 
using the silhouettes of the object under construction. A simple method is presented to 
accomplish such a reconstruction. Chapter 4 discusses the concept of model reconstruction 
uroiug photocouroirotency. Chapter 5 dirocuroHeH the datasets used to create the models presented 
in the thesis and how they were obtained. Chapter 6 describes the operation of the algorithms 
developed in the thesis. Chapter 7 presents some results that were obtained from the use of 
the various algorithms. Finally, Chapter 8 provides the conclusions of the author concerning 











Mathematics of pinhole cameras 
This chaptcr pr"""nts " b rief o"~rvicw of the mathcr"'Lti,,, of" pillho),> """",,,,1<_ ~:",,'" \ially, 
the m,,\hcmatie>< rcl"tcs point" ill a worhl rcfcrClwc frame to ")tre'l'olldillR pni llh ill ,111 imaKe 
",f"te11ce fralIle. 1\1< 0;\. of t.he infc;,"m" lioll pn'","Htc<\ ah"ut. int.",,,,," 1>li.l'''Hoct<'J'' """"," from 
[~l l'<ormal ,'am,""." " '" ~'""''' llul. pillho~". b ut, Ii pinhole ,'allM'H< ,'all apl'tox i jjjlil~ ",it. hi" 
jimitotiUTl8, the ~h",actcfi sti'" 01" ~"mcra th>,t lJoes a len,. 
Ti,~ plil"IiTllHcrn <hat. ate """,I t o d""Tihc th" (-h"t,,,·t~t,,h,," of the pill hu l,' ,'a"",I:" are <ii,-;,["I 
into t w() gto III ". ;T/hi,,,;,, an< I "" 11m" ii: 1 "I ,~" ,i" jJ atamet,,!'S el,·fi 1l~ t h~ " pi oc.J pro jJ "rl i,.. of 
the CRlll .. ,'a such ,.., f()eal J..Ilg~h, Tl ... "Tlri,e,;!.' pal aml'te,,< d"Jj,,,, t he locatlOIl ru,d "dentatioH 
of the ea"",ra ill UM' ""tkl. lJ"t,1o tlo""., ,.·t, of l "'tallM·t~t" 'u~ l1"",hl t.o tt' lat~ 1 ~)i11t." ill tlo~ 
cam"ra image to POillts iH ~Io.· .. eal ""tl,1. 
Three r~fcrcnce framc> 'la"<1 to J:>t. dcJillCd: th~ W(ffU 'I~J<n;n"" j"un.:. lh~ ",m.,~" n:f'''~'',,'' 
fmme alld th~ !mr'ge nIu~"o: fmm. __ T he imag~ ref .. r~nc~ fnclll<' ,,·fHS to til<' sa Olct ll"" all,) 
d "Jill ition of til<' imag,· plane. T ho· im"g~ plaue i" ~wo ,iollH'Josi"l1"1 tl"'rcfo<!' II ... r,·fH'·""" 
fr ru,,,, is aiso t"" ,jllllensioHal TI ... ')l"\ allc,"" in imag" plan,' ~<!' ,)"~lled to 1", ill pix~l , ami 
tl~·r,· "te t,,,, pJillcipal "-"''''. X ""d Y T Il<' <., .. igi11 of thi ' t~fe"c11' :C framc i., lo""!.,,,l ill th<: 
top ldt hand c,,,,, ... r of tl.· ~"'Jl!>t" imag,· plall" 
['he ,.,,"oem refcrence fr"''''' is <imply a riglot-hru ,{kd \10"" (lin""OS;onal Cal"l."ialJ "pace. The 
pi11ho", ill 1000\tcd on tbc origin uf tr,.. spa", and ~tIe o\,lkal axis is iocato'd along Illl' positi"., 
Z «xi, Tlw OlTlit~ in Ihi" rdCrl'l~'~ fr,llnc '''"C dc!ilJO<l to be tIK- ",,,ne "" the wUl'ki refcrm('<' 
Itam~. 
l'he "".dd rcreTen", f"" Ole is "1>0 a riglot-ha, .. l"d \Ior",' dim~llsi,~,aJ Cru-t ~"iHJ ' 'pa"', Tloi, 










CIiAl'l'ER 2 MATlfFMA.T/CS OF P[,""H()LE CA.Mr:RAS 
[",une ,ae a.rbilral)· T Il(' lJrlil., "TO' d "~JI(xl to be a IIlca, UI,'lllt'lll tb"t i" "'<>'1. m nypniCllt f()r 
tilE' ,,'ah' "" 'I Ol iHXi 
The following -.c<'tiom pf(Nidc a. b"' .... ()vcrvi~w nr Ih .. "x( ri",ie "nd intrinsic pa.raIIl<'l,'r, "f" 
p inh"k camera 
2. 1 Intrinsic par amet ers 
j'h~ pilt~()ln ~"'l"'ra is a (kvk~ l.hat. t-", t,'al.,,,, ~ " IIll"g" of »n ,J)j,.-t hom t h,.li!(bt ,,' "it\.ed 
from the objed. n", hask ,*,,_up o[ I< pi"j,,,l!' ,,,"",'ra ;, illubtmted in Fig ure 2.1 
'- " 
........ --" "'- ' :::,;;, 
-
l::."'<,C"tially. the pinhole camera isola!", si n!(lc light 'ay, lh,,! I",,"d" Ii" .. from the objecl 
timlllp;h t he pinh(~c to the scrCCll . \\'ahollt Ill" p ilJl~)l". m"JI.iple li ~li t ray' from dijf(,ICIlt 
lHlrt, (If t l"' obj.,C't wu,lId all "{)llv('rg" ml th~ "Iill'" ],,';1\1. " " II", ,"" '~e " and uo dis<'('[nil>l<> 
imagc would l>c formcd, For s;",plicity, it is ~onVt'ni c"t to ilJu<gilJe a ,,'n ,"ll i ll Ir", ,1 of t h,· 
pi nholc imtcad of behilld, ,\ ,-irtual iJJlft!'."c i, formed <Ill thi,; imagilJar}, "11'(.", The np""",! io" 
,,( \1", l' illh"k ('·aLII"· " e>,ll be de~ 1U ~1 ,,,,,,.),,'nul.tically_ The "('fttU and ~mlwlc ru'~ ddi,,,d in 
'he (am~1'a "~Ie" er",e pl"ne. Fign, (, 2.2 ill1l"t1'aT," I.hi.-< "'!H'I')!! _ 
T l" ' optical ax", , 110"'1< i" Fig1ll' .. 1_~ rd .. rs t.o the ccntral ax;, oft!>c camera, f OO 1"" ati<ln (II 
d., Jlroj,'C\,~l poi"t ill th,· im"II"!I "."d t Il(' 1oea\io" 01 t he po",! in the "mILcr" world I " are 
li "b.,-J hy " , ;",ple ('qLLI(.\1Oll ,,,,.I,,,,h(.('<1 by lnoki"g 1(.1 the triangle (om!"I),,- UAll and OCD, 










('d",!" "ll"ml)joo~ SI.~I f"l" 1"'00 
I"dl~ "[ld "'P POll",) '1 CllIEld ~~~uu o'll "P.'''''~lu1 "UIP,!jU"'-> "'Il'P!'I '" W 1U10d 0'1.1. 'lUHO,1O" 
OjfH mp ~'f1l1 01 WHom" U!'lp;'" ~ ';'1 p"lJ!'I" ~q "I 1',',>11 '111!o<l .'~~ Uj! "'1'1 If" ' ,>S1l~ "'ll "! ' !'ll 
Jl 1"",100 pm''I U" I l"""lJ"d<l" '''{1 '" 1')'1 ":~' [ " t~'" ,nJ '~ltullJ"" '" 1',""'1' "'~" 'I!! [" I'~! P ,ILl! 
J" U!Sp" " 'II '"''''WI"''' .lOci -.""" , 3'11 "'I "'''_''I'' l<'" A"", ""1 11n q R.l.mm, '''11 JO ''''« 1"·Hldo 






'.,''' 'l!0J ,.., ",re W"I a'l~ jju!~U!l 
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(1 1:) .' / , .0 
'''I'''l'''~ "'11 
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CH.II'Tlc'H 2, .\It\ 'IHE.\!ll'/lCS' OF j'1,\'HOLI:; C'.L\J1c'1/.IS 
The "'lUatioHS arc modific'fi to 1m,'o])},,; 
I 1', I I ', (2,3) 
The'~ '~ll "'I.iO[[S define" 'll«l'ping uf the puints in the three dimell,i"""l mm.lla "je,~",,,, 
Fa"" 1.0 Ih,· ,'o!f,,"]K!lldiJig 1~,ilH"' in the two dimellsi,)]]"l "",ul" nj"''''''''" jmm.f . The ""lu,," 
t i()( '" "pply o[[ly \0 ('"u,,'r,," Ih"" h"w 'q1l"'" pi"~l" wit hout ,k~w J\ot<· t h"t, llO U[[;t., "n' 
sp""i6ed, It i, up lu the u e<>r to defillc the jl"""llleter J to m".1 ('h "" u,,·,,' world ""it, w iu",!\,' 
IInit", In this tims;,;, the c"'ncr~ "'or~l nnits "'C .wfilj('{j t.o 00 in millillwt.res "nd thc imag,· 
]]nits are ddin e,l '" pi>..el', T here/ore, 'he nnil o[ j' i, [pix~l'/ m"' 1 
2.2 Extrinsic parameters 
l'he preceding "-,,lion dcscribe" 1,h~ par"m~tcr" n""l~d to map points III (he mme", w"r1d 1" 
I,,-,i ,,(. i" the image 1'1"' .... The e"trhlE;'-- p',"~mNN' re1"t.<' 'he poilll" III 'he at 1.11"1 re"l wurld 
t,(I poi [[b ;11 t,h,· e" m'''" world, In ol.her word", 1.1". ~"I ,ill"i,' 1''''"''''''1<',-" ""'1' [loillt" f,om 11,,· 
lI'Orj,/ nje,,""-'" j'mflu' to tho· r.""lI-fm !'fife''''''''" jlmn" 
The,e M" Iwo ),,,,,K,. ""(riJl,,ic l",mmelers: 1.,,,n,lal.ion and 'Ol."t") [[. The ("""ht,;on """lor 
t describes Ihe loc~lion 01 (hc c"m~'" (or I.h~ mmel''' reference [r"llle) rel"Uve 1.0 the world 
rderence fmlll<'. Th" r"l.at,ion matrix H tk.crib~g th~ ol'icn(~tion "r Ihe ("me'ra inth" world 
(or the Ofi~nt.ati", ... 1 th" C"'n~ra axe>< rdati"" t c> the "'''rId axes). 
l'll<' p<)ims d",,--,ribinp, r)", .,bject in t)", r~"i "'mid lie i" tJw wmld ,~I..,-~ "c~ frattle, Th.".. 
p,oill1' " ""d to be ",apl"'ci inlo the camera rdNcl"" plan" r;o:' that they can he Inrth~r mappcd 
im" the image pl~ne, 'he obj<>cci\'c o[ ,h~ C"lllerll.lll~thelll"l.ic8, 
It is simpler tn fi rm fi,.I \ he n"'ppill ~ IrmH th~ C"J Il~r" l'~f~re"c~ pla"e 10 I.h~ 'A', >t ld ,~I~'~ll ( '~ 
plan~. A"",me ~ p< )int f" , l\~fill"'.1 by " WdOT X ' rclatiw to the camera rd~r~nc~ Ir"""', 
Sincc thc on~mation "I the ax,", "I t,h~ cat tl e", fram~ T~lati,'~ to th e ",.,rld Ir"".· i' 1',;"'"" b;-
It, thc mi~n\.'l.tlO" 01 tl'" w,tm X, in t)~, 0'''''1'" f1'"m~ cOTw"P'.>t".1 in~ t,., " ",'d,or X ill t.h~ 
w"ri, \ r~f,'n'''''' I",me. i" "impi;-: 
X '= RX (2AJ 
Th,' ori!li" 01 t)", ,,"'lle,a "xi" Ii", a c ~ poilLt !liven hy the I.r",~"lmioll ""dor t , Thcl'cforoc.l.he 










2.3. THE PROJECTION MATRIX 7 
the vector X/ in the camera reference frame, to the point P described by the vector X in the 
world reference frame is simply 
X/ = RX+t (2.5) 
The inverse mapping is: 
(2.6) 
Due to the mathematical properties of the rotation matrix (it is orthogonal), the inverse is 
simply R T. Therefore the mapping from the world reference frame to the camera reference 
frame is 
(2.7) 
2.3 The projection matrix 
The sections discussing intrinsic: and extrinsic parameters define the equations and parameters 
needed to map points in the world reference frame to the camera reference frame and from 
the camera reference frame to the image reference frame. These equations can be combined 
in a fashion to produce the projection matrix which can be used in the various computer 










The intrinsic equations (2.3) are non-linear but they can be converted into matrix form: 










8 CHAPTER 2. MATHEMATICS OF PINHOLE CAMERAS 
[ 
tx 1 [f 0 Px 1 [X' 1 ty 0 f y y' 
tOO 1 Z' 
These matrix representations can be combined into one representation as follows: 
f 0 P
x 1 [1 0 0 0 1 [R T 




ty = P 
t 












This matrix equation with associated scaling defines the mapping of the points in the world 
reference frame to the image reference frame. 
Normal cameras do not use pinholes. Pinholes are inefficient in that they block a large 
alllount of the refiecteu light from an object. This leads to dark indistinct images. In oruel' 
for a focused image to be formed, a pinhole has to be small. The smaller the pinhole is, the 
better the image definition and quality but the lower the amount of light. Normal cameras 
use lenses. The lenses are shaped to focus the light rays originating from a point on the 
object surface back to a point on the screen. This behaviour is similar to the operation of the 
pinhole, but much more light from the object is being utilized. 











Reconstruction using silhouettes 
This chapt.cr present-, a mcthO<! that uo.'.' (I". ,ilh,,'~' II,," or on "bied 'CI I''',.[O[]'' " U'<'A,1I ' 
,!ruction. T he fir>1 ,;eei,iOll ' ["';<:1' ih", w h'.t. b 1I~' "1ll. by ,ill"HH'II.,'s "",) h() ~ ' I,)~'y .te ohl '.i",·<1 
from the various ,-kw, of tIlE' ooj,'<l. The ""(.Gnd ,.'fl.,on brieJl.' deofl,],e,' the conc"l,1 of Lhe 
Vj'Wl) hil i I," ronstrnC11hal i;; formed from the me oft!!c ,i lhollclt.c" Finally, I.he 1,..,1 _ .l.lon 
describes a simpk method of using , illJOu"!i,'.' to gcnem(" an aplJl'<,-~ir"ale ('Om]lL Lt",. ",,><1,·1 
of t he objod" 
3.1 Silhouettes and image o;cgmentati()ll 
Wb"t is me""" hy I,h,· ,,, lho",,'l<.' or an nh.ic~,t7 'rile 'ilhou<'!tc i, C<Jrnparahlc to the ,hadow 
that the ohj • .,( I,-o ul,l ('"'' on" ",'TC"" wh"y! pbced in iront of a \Jui,,! li~Jlt "'Urce tip,,,rc 
~ 1 riCl'iCb " "iew of ~t\ ol)j"' [' ,,"<1 t.ho, ,."m"p'HldiHg ,ilh"uctt~_ 










C'lfAf'TER;j. flRCONST IlL'(TJO.'" l'SlNG SlLHI lL'l:TTH:,' 
h" ck)l;WllTl(l Th~ fo,'~groulld "'1!"","nt" tlw prnw:hun of the objcct whil~ I he ha,ckgw"nd 
r~l,r",e " I.' t.h,· ",'giol" that ,~P "at im ide the u bjed boundary, The ,netho,l, ,,,,,,ihIM 10 
",,1., ,m,1 ;"all)" s~g ",ent tlw imag'" iutu ""iuJ,lc fO! cg!u"nd m," backgrmHLd regi"", ;, h e,.,' Hld 
Ihe ""'~~' "I th; , ,,-..,rk 1'lw i,nage, in the dataset, ",ed in this work (I.h' ''''' 11,,,1 \WH· ' ''~ 
0101";10,,1 from extpTnal ""m'p,) ,,-ere scg'lncUlcd malLllall,., with an Image ed",o" _ 
:1.2 }'11c visu a l hull 
The visual hull is I he Jlol,., l, ,,, h "I ,1"'1'" I h",I, i, ('Ollsi,t'·nt ,,'th t hc projcct ions of the sil ho"" I "" 
of th~ obj!'C1 [3], 
Th~ d;"gm11l l-'igure ;1_2 demu"st,ates this wn,'ejll of Ihe v;,,,,,11Lid l 1'h ~ s"lid regiull in 
I h~ d;~grnJtI rqJ,'c,;cnt.8 H II Hrbinn"y ubj"'t while t he , I",""d ,,'g;on "'1!]'(,,,.,,~, (he ,Impe that 
;, h'11I,,1 by thc illt",",'<Ction ul thc , ilhouette cuncs, The "Ilw,,(>l l~ Com·, ,,,'P thp back 
proj'"'tion, uf I,Jw .ilhuu.-'l1e. in th~ world In other w(J"b, II" , ,;Iho"p(t" ('One forms t l'" 
bOUT ldaT)' uf nll po,,;!>le 'hap",; in the wmed th ,,\ ,,'" CIH";'('·"( with th p imnge "ijjwue\t~_ 
" 
A, h£;1U~ 3,2 ijjn'tr "t~<, tlw vi"n,\! lInll is "n ly an appmxnll"li"" 10 the "<'1.,,"1 obj"'1 Ev,·" 
with "II possible vicw" the vimnl hull w;lIn,)t nwdd the ('onc~"il.i", in the objed th" l ~[e 
rwt vi,;bh· ;11 HI')" 01 the , ilhouClte" Thi, i" the limitat ion of the "i,,,al hull. For ~"" .. m]lle, 










3.3. RECONSTRUCTION USING VOXELS 11 
inside the outer boundary of the object. 
The visual hull is useful as a starting point for other reconstruction algorithms as it defines 
the outermost boundary of the object and thus removes irrelevant background information. 
3.3 Reconstruction using voxels 
A voxel is defined to be a small volume in the world. A number of voxels can be used to build 
up an object. This process can be likened to building a structure using toy blocks. Dyer [4] 
describes a number of approaches that can be used to create a volumetric model of an object. 
A simple method is used in this work to create the visual hulls of objects. First a voxel grid, a 
cnbf' built up of a number of voxels, is defined. The voxd grid is situatf'd in thf' world so that 
the entire volume of the object to be constructed is contained. Each voxel is then projected 
into the image planes of the cameras. In this case, only the center of a voxel is projected into 
the image planes. This center point is checked to see if it lies inside the silhouettes of all the 
available views. If this is the case, the voxel is marked as consistent. If the projected center 
lies outside of any of the silhouettes views, it is marked as inconsistent and is discarded. The 
end effect of this process is to carve away voxels that are not consistent with the silhonettes. 













This chapter discussei:i the main concept behind the work done in this thesis. The chapter 
begins with an explanation of what photo consistency ii:i and how it iD applied to voxel based 
model reconstruction. Next, a brief description of radiometry ii:i provided. After that section, 
a discussion of visibility and its effects on photoconsistent reconstruction is presented and 
finally. S0111(, photoconsist('ncy measures an: described. Th('sr m('asur('s wen: taken mostly 
from [5]. 
4.1 Photoconsistency and application to voxels 
Photoconi:iii:itency describei:i a state whereby an object'i:i i:iurface colour or texture ii:i consii:i-
tent with all available camera viewi:i of that i:iurface. In other wordi:i. the appearance of the 
reconi:itructed model matchei:i the available camera imagei:i of the target object. 
In the case of voxel based model recoIli:itruction, the volume of the model ii:i composed of voxeb. 
The photoconsistency of a voxel ii:i bai:ied on the photo consistency of the set of pixels that 
are enclosed by the projections of that voxel into the camera image planes. The definition of 
whether thii:i set of pixels is considered to be photoconsistent depends on the photoconsistency 
cost function that is used. In this thesis, the colour of the pixels is used to define the similarity 
of the set. 
The motivation behind this method is that if the pixels are completely dissimilar then the 











14 CHAPTER 4. RECONSTRUCTION USING PHOTOCONSISTENCY 
struction. The converse is not necessarily true. There can be situations, such as a uniformly 
coloured surface or similar surface texture, where a voxel that maps to similar pixels could 
still be incorrect. A similarity measure that takes the orientation of the pixels into account 
will provide additional information that can decrease the chances of a voxel being incorrectly 
labelled as consistent. 
4.2 Radiometry 
This thesis makes the assumption that the surface of the object under construction is Lam-
bertian and that the: lighting is diffus(~. To aid in unde:rstanding this conce:pt, this se:ction 
briefly touches on radiometry. The principal source of this information is [6] and [7]. 
Radiometry is the science concerning the measurement of light. It defines the characteristics 
and measurement units of light and describes its physical properties under certain conditions. 
Photometry is the science of the perception of light. It is similar to radiometry, but must 
take into account the non-linear aspects of the human eye. 
Radiometry can be used to describe the optical properties of a surface. For instance, how 
does one describe a "matte" surface or a "shiny" surface mathematically? 
To begin, some definitions of concepts used in radiometry are presented in the following text. 
Radiant energy 
Radiant energy is the total amount of energy conveyed by the photons of the light being 
measured in a particular interval of time. The unit of radiant energy is the Joule (.1). 
Flux 
Flux is the radiant power or rate of energy conveyed by the photons of light. The unit of flux 
is the Watt (W equivalent to .1.8-1). 
Flux density 
Flux density is the amount of radiant power or flux in a perpendicular cross-section of the 











area of light, The unit 01 flux demity is th<- Watt pe[ squnr~ meter (lV.m-2 oqllinJ.lellt to 
.r.. - I .m -2). If 1 h~ light is ~llt~ring a surface, th,," t he flax dell, ity i, cal k-d irradimJCc, 
R",li,,,,t iHt!'Hsity d<'li1l<'" tl1<' ftllX "ollt"inl~l ill ,,"ill!,;lc ray "j li!;ht. TIl<' my is ,,,, ~l,,ll~ll HI' all 
eXll'cmdy small rOlle that, nl~"rn frow t,h~ , ,,arce outw"tds, TIM. allit "f I~di "n~ inl.e",il,,. i. 
Walt.s per "t"I'adi"n ( \ L.t . ' ), 
R"di"n('e ddi n'" I.htl il"" d~n " il., of ". sin~ k' r"'y or li!';h .. Th~ tay i" model led '"'' ,,>:1.,,,,,,,,1,,. 
sm,,11 ,""''' th"l nt.,·n,b I,om UK' ",) (l" '" ""\"Md,. The "ni\ "f radi",~" i, ddi'K,l ""' Wal t.'! 
!,,'r ' 'l,mrt· nwter !,,'r > tt-[ooiall (lV,a - :> .sl-] t'qlJivaknt to J,~ - I .,,,_2, S/- I ). 
n"dj",ity 
Tbd iooity rt'ft'IB t,o th" fl ux d<,n,ity "r th" light emi t t"d from a point on t he , ,,[f,,,.e. R'tdi' « ity 
c"n 1)<' ~"klJlak-.:i by inl"gn1ting avt" \h<- radiaJlce from "II viewin)!; nnglc", ftn-di .... ity h"" 
(lnih \\'"tt, pc, 'qlJ"fe Illett'r (l1'.'n -'J. I'h" nW'lSlJ re is ",wf,,1 for ,,,,f,,t'l'S tlwt hll'" " ne"rly 
unifor m ,"di,,,,,'" from ;tll vit'Wpoin\" 
Th" opl ic~] propert~'" of " ,,,,la£<' rall l ~' ,Hila,] ,.., thO' to·tal hfllShip het W<'<'ll I h~ r"di""",, of 
Ih,· iT",,,minl( li !';hl ot.riking tl~' , ,,,.f,.,,e ""u l.hH ..,.di"JK" of th" light I .. ~ving a " Ilrf~"". ThH 
mat h ... ",,1 i,'~1 fm",ti"" lill killg 1 he magn iI.lldt' of th,"" Iv"" p~m""·t."", is ('"II,·d t hH nRDF or 
nid il·",1 iOllal n"fle,',,, ' ''-'<' Di"t,(,blJlion fi'lllld,inll 
Tl", i,.w"ing and "ul.going light, hum a point on 1 he , ,,,.f,,,.,, if; m,>d"ll~<I "S rays or , I ,"ighl 
lin", witb an ori)!;in "t thH point on th<, ,urian' "nd n di,."tion exp,,_'" in ,plwric"1 "'ordi--
n!Ut'i. T1K' di"gWlll Figure ,I I illn,\["I,," thi' eon"ep!. 
There is a diff,'n'l>r:~ 1~·tW"" " radiant, inh·nsi l.y ~nd ,adia""" Radi~nt mlen"il.y s i,nply ,clers 
t" tIM' a",ollnt of po",e, "onl.airll'd in " 'ingl" rlly of light "nd it gin'S no indi<:>ltion of the 
d"mity or nLlllll",r .. f rays pr"""nt, ",hile ..,.diauc~ .W,'OllllL, for ~h~ dbtril>lll.l(J ll "f IhH ra~". 
r hcre ~ a subtle diff~n' l1Ce ])"1""' 11 ,.,ulirmr." ",><:\ "''11,1''''1(-.'. TIM' im,dianc" of a J",tt'h i~ n"l 
ll=ssarily the r~di"IH ~ "f lh~ '~ys slr ikin!\ I.h!it pal" h. Th~ irradi "n,'" of Ihe ligh~ 1"lling 










Fi~u" 4 I: lJi>i\l'am ilIlI,,"a(jn~ 'h" 'OIl''1ll of r~v, ,'n"";,,~ and [,,,vms, I""m on an ",hill'."'y ",daco 
The direction 0{ ,l:e incomino; ~nd o"t~oi"l: r&". :l.l,' dofi,,,,d in ,poo,·k.1 ,"On Ii"""", ~ "''' O. where ~ " the 
",i,,,,, ,l, ~"d ~;, ,I., ,'ha Ll "" "I ,I., , .~y '\';0 \1., "",/,,, ,,,,,,,,,,1 .t tl", )Xli"" 11", ... i",,,lI , ;, ' '' ,.,., ''',,[ 
"Iotl~ ,1., ,"rla,e tanW)tl' I~""" drfin,>d b, N ",d II ... ,levol.o", i, m"~," 'oct 'cl"ivc to N 
A""ume that th~ point on the ""fa{e (",II be rt'pn'", nte<\ hy a small patch (angent to (lw 
"\lJ'[~('e, th,·n (h~ ,.,.""Ju"" ,," E of I.he p",.('b i, ,,'I,,!.(><\ to the ",,/iance L; of t h~ ill<-'{1min),; lillht 
b," L"",bH\', Co"i"" L"",_ 
to L,'"'' (O,j, (U) 
where 0, b Ow ,.]~\'"tilHL 0-1' the i"c",,,i"l1 t'w 01 light. r('ler~IlCl'd to the surfac,' nOllnal at th" 
poiu! on ~h.· , ,,,[ale. TIlE' c, .. it~, t"rIlL "<JJlLC' !ro,, ' the I"ct tlL"t a !,,,tch, wire" vh,,.,.,,d I!.I all 
all gle, ,'e,'111 .' 'Trlal ler th,," ;1. ''''~ ll "lly i, (F ignrt' ·1.2), 
Silln' a ,,,,all,, , "".""_"~'.! iOll o[ lillh! ,ay., at" ,,,~,<\t'd to irr,,,li"t e the surface pat ch when (he 
i,,{'~lell!. ""III" challg,,", !h~ aTriou nt. of i' nerg." ftllw i"l1 tll !.h"t patch rc<ilJOC" loy a casi n,· fal'tor, 
The BRUt' i- ddiJlc<i as th,' ral·1O of the radiance of t he .,mit",d ray 10 ',h,' irradi" ll "" 'Ill!' \0 
th .. rad i"t"" of \h .. iJl{",,,illg my. Tl ~' fl){DF i, dctiJH~i a;; 
(4,2 ) 
Th" n HDF call de",' r;b e the llpli ,'.1 prLljJert.ie, of the , urfw:'(, For in'tance, a ',hiny" (OJ 
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" • • A - - - ---- '.-" .. ~,. 
F;~noc 4,~, Th" cll""~" it] "ppOMa,\<'c vi., ,urf ... " >" ti ," "it'wi"t ,"gi<;;,; d,an~,-d_ '[h, dl"H!!,' h,.., Li." dr., ,, 
0( rroocin, t h<- cr""'''''''~ '"' of 11", hght '~Y' "",,1«1 1." ""d, .. ,, -, th" '''''1'",,, ""teh 
it. ,!.rung lwak in Ihit.! dirrdion, A "malle' mrfa-"c rdlc~t" lil\ht mo", or 10"", <''1T",lly iTI "II 
dir~('tio"" so the BIWF will be a slllooth, uniform fun~tion, 
The t~rm Lam/>"f'/iafl I'd,'," t" " ",dare th;,t lo a.. " ,'on,hUlt. llllDF _ I" oj h~t wOl'd" inc()millg 
ray, "r~ ""atten~llU soch a man1wr th"-t they are ~nlittcd '" it. unif()rm hl''',i,plo~r~ [ro'" the 
surf"cc_ /Ilatt~ surf",,," are rCElSolJ.,Lly app1oxim"tru by t.h" th,,,retH al Lit.",I,."ti"" ""r[",'"" 
If t he li~h1 in~ i< ,Uffnsc 80 t h~I<' i. lit> .tre>1ll: "'-'1111>011<'''' ,of hght frn"L "",- pa'i i,'" hOI d it,,, li"Tl 
toon the emitted rftdianc~ from a Lunkrti;m ,urfoce will \,., e<.ju;,1 ror all \rie,,-illl\ angl"'_ TIll' 
ourfa"" "'ill thu. look the samf from differfut viewpoint ,. 
E __ nti"ll.r, the "sl'Umpti"n nsc~1 in thi.. the"i, i" that the lillht"'l1 "",I the o],tk""II"'O[;>«rU,." 
of the SUI fact' are suciJ that it l>vk" the ".,me Ire"" ,hffereat "-icwl~ ,inL< 
4.3 Visibility 
Thi' ,",CtiOll deocribeo the effect of "i;ibilit}' ill Ihe !"<'l'ou.,truel iOlJ prOOl''-' , Vi,ib,lity,'" detilJ~d 
ill till' ,oolll.e,,1 "I thi, Ih":lis, n·fn, to tlll' ab ilil,' "I a I alJj~ta t" M," a parill-ul",' !x,rti"" ()f th~ 
,mfa,,., of the Iit." g~t objed 
Th~ d,ihilitv i"formation i, r~qllired to tl~tcrmlDC the pho\O{"{Jnsiot~ncy of the ," rfoce of the 
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h~" .... ·U, lJ i"Z,~", illwl<"Ii,,£ the ''OOO'eCJUOOC,", of oot haYLll~ ,."i""". ;"'..-m,'"., Th" ....,rhe< !<'Pon 
,k"i~"".od ',,,,,,u' I",,,,h" 1,-, ,~, Ii"' "_1'fac, of t I", objeot ~lLd ;I.,uld ],,, ph"l'K"'''",''',''\, Ho .... "',. due to 
I,be Ia .. k d vb; biliCr i"fo",,~"'" L 10" ,,, ,f'~'e '<>gi"" ;, hb~lled .. inco,,""'c,,' d"" to til. ,1i><,W(',,,,,,nl h"tw"'n 
CQm .. , (j o.nJ tb .. otbe, t~" cam",,,, ,\ and {'_ 
As stated. tho visibilit,' in/ormati,,,, is ,'it.1 to I.h~ aC< "ral.~ rt'<'(\l"t,u< t'(\11 (\1 the target object" 
The only in/ormation avai lable 10 tho roco].,tmct.io" "ignnll"" ~n' the cmlH'ra parameters 
and viewpoints of the t""get object, 1'0 calculate (,he vi,ibil ,(.y i"fo ... "ul i"lL a('nmtt ely require< 
a lllo<lcl of the larget object as a ' t,arling point. Herdn lie, th" difli('"lt;, i" n"""tructillg 
Objc<;lS nsill!,; phOl OCOli SiSlCllCY: t.he n..-.del c< required to ,lel~rrnino Ihe Yi,ihi]it }" ",,,\ t he 
,.i>;;hility is roq"irod to ddcrmi ,,,, the lllodd, l'hcrefo"" the s1ll1'a<ee SlmOlur" ,,,,d "ioibi]il.\' 
ll<wl to C't imat od at tht' """,. time durn,!,; thc rccoll,tnwtlOn Pl<>COS', 
It b Ix",",i),]e to ostiJj,ale the .bibility inforIl" .. lio', Iro'" [,h,> ","lIa] hull, , i11('c t],,· vi'''<l1 lLUIl 
ball apI!l'<d,ua tiou t" th" ""f»c',> .,f tllP objed, Th<' .lm",!>",,-k 10 '''ill)'; tl", "i,,,~1 hnll 
is that tht' " lhow·ttes <Ire r<>quirod a,11(1 the __ isouiht,. information d"&rades Ilw [\lrth",. I.l", 
a( t,,~1 ,,,rfa('e is froIll the V;'; " ,,] hull The algorithm, I"""·,,tod ill this work use an iterative 










4.4. PHOTOCONSISTENCY MEASURES 19 
4.4 Photoconsistency measures 
This section lists a number of photoconsistency measures, some of which are mentioned in 
[5]. 
If a surface region of the target object is projected into a camera view, the set of intensity 
values of the pixels that it encloses is defined for the purposes of this text to be Pi, where i 
is the number of the corresponding camera. 
Assume that the set N is the set of all cameras used in the reconstruction and the subset 
V contains all the cameras that have direct, unobstructed line of sight of the same region of 
surface. 
Assume that a set P is defined to be the union of all the sets Pi where i is an clement of 
V. In other words, P is the set of all the pixel intensities from all the cameras that have an 
unobstructed view of the same surface region of the target object. 
P = UPi Vi E V 
4.4.1 Standard Deviation 
Given that P(k) represents the kth element of P, the standard deviation measure (J is calcu-
lated by 
(J= I ~ I I:(P(k) - E{P})2 
k=l 
1 IFI 
E{P} = TPT LP(k) 
k=l 
where I P I is the number of elements in the set. 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
This measure assumes that if the spread of the colours in the set is large, then the voxel cannot 
be consistent and the standard deviation will be high. Conversely if the spread is small then 
the pixels are similar, the standard deviation is small and the voxel is photoconsistent. 










20 CHAPTER 4. RECONSTRUCTION USING PHOTOCONSISTENCY 
defined whereby any value below the threshold is considered consistent and every value above 
the threshold is inconsistent. 
This measure suffers a drawback. If the surface of the object is highly textured and the 
surface patch is large (as it might be when using the voxel representation), then the spread 
of the colours in the set will likely be large, and therefore the measure will be high. 
A voxel is labelled consistent if the standard deviation a is less than a specified threshold. 
4.4.2 Adaptive threshold 
The adaptive threshold measure is designed to compensate for the drawback of the standard 
deviation measure. The reasoning behind adaptive thresholding is that regions which have 
high texture will have a greater standard deviation. Therefore, the standard deviation of each 
set Pi, designated ai, is also calculated. The average of these standard deviations is calculated 
to give an indication of the spread of the pixel values due to the texture of the surface. 




E{pd = -I -'1 LPi(k) Vi E V 
P~ k=l 
(4.7) 
where (T is the standard deviation as calculated by (4.3), pi(k) is the kth element of the set Pi 
and Cl' is a weighting factor. 
As with the standard deviation measure, the voxel is considered consistent if the value of T 
is below a certain threshold. 












TI.· hi",O!\l"!IJ.ll lll .. l.ho,1 "~h-,,ht..,; Co!"i,len<y b"",'<i on tl,,· inl. .. ""."ion o[ ,,010"," histogram,. 
For .. ,,('h ""ll'i ~ (OIOla hisl.ogr>illl is gcnerawl. Pair, of , .. I, ,,, ... ,·~ll"!wl ,·t! ~wl tb" bistogr" lll' 
('olllpa.n ·d, I[ ehe hi"togrmn8 are not a ", ,,I('h du· n ll,,· pnw"lure .., balted allil the remit 
re C1!rlH't! is that of inconoi'wneY. 
In thi' meth(~I." lrLat",hi n~ hmetio n ll,·,·t!, l<J 1,., defined which d .. t,,,,,,in,," wl~·lh,·,· tb~ p,.jes 
01' hi'l.o~r~lllS I<l"" a. lll!<tch or ,lOt, 
For example, i8i dc;crih<" a hi".o <:,,,,,,, bu.,,,l plw co ('ol>;isteIlCY mea'Ul'e "I whid, t.h .. rn"td, 
lllCasur" d"dareo a hi,lop,Y"m to b,· " lw,.[.('h j[ any two cOlTeS I~ '!ldinp; hi'\(>gnnn hi n, ",.,. 
non-empty. 
1.1.'1 Ruut mean ~quared 
Th .. R~ f S rn"'N"~ w".' t!~\'"lop.~IIO ..,jUrc>;o a n ar pare"" ,hortcornin!\ o[ t,h" "\ilJHhrd devi· 
",ion "U·'''''''·. Pho1.<won,j,\"n(,)' n '"-"O!li!lg assumc' that a ,mh.'" co'gion i" nac ('un,i"en\ if 
""yon,· of the ""I o[ "~lllP"a.> til~t c~n ,;ce that ",'Tfa(',· d(~", no! "!I",,' wieh @)' other camera 
in 11",[ ""L 
T il,· ,hncbud de\·h.l.ion mca.;;Ul'C opera""" by d .. t.,·nninin!\ eh" "jlt,·~d 01 t he pix .. 1 ",10m, 
obt.~i""l frolll ihe ", I, o[ "~lllera.> V FXp<"rirnO"n\, in<li, "Ie i h!<t Ih" Hle"'H1re ID"Y l ~· "rT'~',,~1 
by th,' nllrnl ~'r of "~jjH',"&, 1l",.1 in the <loCt. 
In eh,· "xperiHJ~ntal procedure, two mTi"bb X ~TI<I Y efltTe'ponding \0 twe> ",,,m,,l &;triI)l]_ 
t~)[" "1'OU nrl twn ,I dff'T .. n! ltLe~T" <I.l" , l~ ril>tld , T b,' 1."'"0 Val''" hb rr'pT~"'Tlt t.he pix..! i nl ~n,il i~, 
obtain",1 frOlll ,",,ci,,,," ('~TTl" r"" A Sllrl",,,· is d" li",~1 tu be euru,,"""! if du' pixel i"l"n,iti"s 
are ,imil",. l'hi ' ,..'e naTio", ,,, ,,"ht.ed b)' [orlllin~ a S<'t ul \;aluo; "''' ''P' ''' .! of 1'111"1), variabl" 
X m ,-"ri"bh' }'. T h,· "''' ' ~rj o ",he,,, ehe s urIa('e it; ineOll,Hent, "' ,iTTllll ~,~t! by funn.ing a scI 
comj~"""l 01" mixtme of "",i"hl,·, X ~1}( 1 Y. 
A"" ln u' ~ """ T"LrlO wlwn· " , ingle "',[ or pixel intell,itie" .. xt,r,,,;!,,l frolll ihe ",'1 o[ camera 
iTTl~!\'", i ndical.e Ih~i (]'" ,,,rIa"e io ineo"" is\.Cnt /I. th c "",,, b"r of (',mH''''< i!U~g"s wit h similar 
pi)(("1 intelL,iej,">< i, "dded. I.h,' ''''''r~ll b,,",, >dar d ,Ie,;ati"n dcc,""".'"". T hi , corresponili \u x 
r~duced phu\ocoru;;,;tCllcy error T bi,", ill,,,,.r»t,.! in Fi!\m " 4,4, 
Thi, eXI ~·,"iln."nt, indi"~i,,, eh,,",, ir eh .. ", i" a large I'l"' l ~'rtion of , irnihr pix") int,'llsities to 
llon-silllilar pixci int"noitie" the" the error "' rodllc,~l. Thi< i, 1ll1 """"!,l.abl~ as thi' dfcct '''''' 


















'l~ure 4 t Result.> 0/ tbe "'peri"""" .ho~'in~ the Jocr= of tho photo«>w;;"to''''l e .. """ ""1",,1",,,1 , .. ;ng 
" .r.d",.d dpYi ",k>n, '" ,h .. n\unt.r 0/ ,'"" ,""" ",,«I by It", """",,uro i . io",,,,aro,l 
'r io" R\ IS IC e, ror " M,"-,U' " w~, d",'elOl'ed "" a n "It ,'mati" , 'rhi" »'.1 ,rti<:ul~r "1C"sur~ c"lru\;ttc; 
1 )", ","xirn", ,, ".)!, ",,'"'' "'1" "",1 '" ",or of t)", "lmTH'nt" iu ,'"d, "",I [ii, ; E F irom the ",sum", 
""lour "I the \'Oxel "nd"l'going the 1",1. The ""lour of Ih~ ,'me<>! i> "''-'UllH'd to he the "Ver"K" 
of "Il th,' cokmr eh''''''Ili., in the ",.t P. 'rh" ,,,"xi rnHm H)()t me"" sqwlTed ~rror is ret"in", 
"lid compRrc'<1 to a ><'t tlt!~"tloid in ord~r to determillC .:It~t!>cr t he \'oxel nnder ,x)ll., i,Jel'ation 
i" con.;i"tenl. That it<: 
E {l'} , '" 'i;"'"' l'{k) 
['I L 
0- . 
Vi E \' {H} 
where I j~ I i" til" numt>cr of ebue"t.; in e"",h "",t Pr and j~ (k) 1; the k'" dement of (It" ;('t p" 
This me""me was detinru based 0" tbe following assumptions , If R "owl is '>Insistent, then 
lhe a\'erage COlc)Ul of the W'Ae! wi:! be ck,;e to the individual elements in 'he seto p, j>l'Ovided 
that the omlace of the target object is noc highly text tiled, ThrueIOle, 'he el'l'Or llleasmement 
will Ix- low flli<l ,h~ voxd it< d~dm~d to iJe oonobtenl, If the "axel C' no< wnsistent, th"n un~ 
of th~ sets should return a larger ~rTo! ,,"iue, Thi' lorger errur value p!~\'Ri]; "nd the voxel i, 
lUor~ likely to t>e lat>clhl as incon""'ti.'nt_ 










... 4. PHOT()C()."·S18TE:"'( T .UEA8URE8 
tI"",,,}.,,",, "" lll<' lUII"b er of ca.lIH'r&< b ilJel"""'''l. Thi, is illllMtal."d ill Figure ~ ,') . An illCl'ea._" 
in ,'m" iH n(~, oplilllal "" ~be m"""'lre iH _Ull d"l,,'nd"ll~ 011 ~he lllj [jjl,,·t of ralIl"fa>;, lwwe;w. 
il "' p,efembl" to h~viIl g tl,,· error d ,~'''''(C," _ 
:1 
, . 
o · ., 
~ 





"i , " " -,",-, 
FiJUre I ~ : Roo",]" of t he <>periment. ,oowiuJ the mcre..., 0{ t he pootocomi.,ency <HOT, ",,,,,iMed l\<i,'I': the 
H}'T~E pl.~o'm";'t"'H'.;· ""''''U'",''; 1.1," ,.,,,,he, of "~" ... ,,.; u,."j h.;' , )," me"",,,",, in,'",,.,,,,1. 
Th"Te is a I'"",,;hl" ,'e"''>OIl aI' t·o why t.he ,'mW iIJ(,,,,'AAff< a' ~h .. number uf ralIlerAA ill, '",'''''''', 
TIl<' .'rrO.- is "~lr " bl.,,l ... ·ill).iw j.o 1.l~ . "",all of ~ll Ill" pix .. l illt"""i,; ",, of "ll tl", ('all",r,,-, in 
",t \ ,- AH I.h" 1l11",ber of ,i",ilar pixel int eIlsil.i,s is a<l<lkl, lhe mean ronY<'rge" 1.0 til" RyCragc 
of II",,,, simila.1' pixel iIlt.'n,il.i..,.. T hiH ... " ,,11., in an iW'r<·"""d di,crel'allcy belw,'Cn the mcan 
and ~he d",-,imila l pixel i"le""i(.;",, rc." "llill !\ '" ~ hrg" l'hot ()(:()",bt"Il('j" ,'1'1'01'. 
An impw\,cJllenl. on the JII""-" Ire it< !,() eak"I,,!.e til<, eXjH'e~"d colour of (he s lld'w'e, not from 
Ihe mean of all the pixel illl"IlSilic> , h111. [rom lhe m i<ilJoinl tctween the lowest and hiMlC<t 
mean of ,'w'h of I h~ ."l. p,. E' ~' T hb 8holll<1 haw tlw cilcn of fixing tll" m(',,,, rpg,wio of 
the numher of cameras present and therefore ensuring lhal lhc error is indcpendent "f the 
Ilumh' T " f caTll"r"' ",cd, Therefore, t he re,'i. cd JUIS," equations arc: 
_lIl~" f r_,-tlPi(k1-f(Pll' l 
l~ IJl'I" _ l 












~1.[i R ecollstructioll u sing G raph Cu1s 
Th~re is ~n "1'1']'oo.ch ilJ "he lilerM, ~', ' "hid, d".i,,, " t o be fa", and daim' to produce " go",j 
w lUl iun lo 1.11<' f<·",,,,,ir""',;<JTL pm))le,,, by using a te,'hnique known "s gr~ph enls, Thi, 
approach find, a >Dlmion lh'" lt~, the mini LllllTT l j~""ble phot""onoiotCllcy eITor given t he 
a",ilRiJle c"mem "ieWh, Two j" 'j~''', ll'ing tI,i, "1'I'n"",h . d=ribc melhDd., to c],Mle R voxel-
blUR(1 nH~ I~1 :~l "'HI " "," 1<'0 dept.h '''''I' .w:. 
r he graph c"t. tOfhnique operales by h ndin~ R l)Rr<i(, lll"r """w, in " lll "";"'~ "~;'tem of inter-
('onnocted elements, referred to as" graph, whi,'h minillli,,,, 'he l",,,hi ll~d urors associated 
,,_i, h the inteImnn~Clion" between th""" elemenl.c, 1[('clH~I, ()I h()y: to ('{)T"tn,cj n graph from 
cnt." ill ~nerK)' fllnctions arc dmeribcd in 1111, 
Th~ ,.,'doni([lH' (0:'" h" "-I'pli ed I .. n)wl hn,';{'(1 r"",,omtrnc\i ono by as,ignin,.,; " n ~h'rr"'llt or Tlod e 
o[ lh~ gmph 1·0 e".d, mx~l. The phot, ",onsiotency nror" "",ocj~ied widl Ih,· vox" I, M~ ~nl'MI" I 
iTlw t )ll' iTitemlllned;jollS between the noUe ,. 
Th~ "', ·h,,i(pw () j"'''''!''' I,y ,li"'i<lin~ Ihe c' ~llp onmtl; of the grRph lllio Iwo ,",.". kr"M'TI , ~, the 
.l<J1I1":' " nd t h~ 'ink oct. T),n", Hoc state ofthe vuxel, whether p~rl o[ the TTI",-I el or TI()(k 'O:lll 
I.,.. (l~l"rTT liT,,'(1 hy wh~the" t he lL<l de m rrcsp onding to th~t ,'w..el i, p~rl ()f I.h,· "Ol",'e "r , ilL k 
f'el, All llw n,~I~" i" th e '"un''' ,et ~re li " kC"d w a nvde known "-' the "O ll.ru "'XJ~ ~T"I ,,11 j h,· 
llE x l~, ill')'" "i 'Lk '<'1 "'" lilLh~1 1.0 ". 'L<l d~ lmn • ..-n as the ,,,,,,Ie n .,,/,;, 
Therefore, che """,lrRinL; of the "A,·,,, (0:'" be em<>dNl into th., framework lJ ,ill,'; val",,,, 
"'>Deial. ... 1 with the inI.N,·oIllH·"t)()m bel.WHeTI the nooes and the "olnl1on eR.tl be exlnU"ied Ii,,' 
( l~lerTTliTI;lLg wh"I1"'r ". " " I" i, p"r1. .. f t.h~ source ,;et or part o!' the "ink ""c, TIo,· ,.,;mph ell! 
;" the bound",)' ()r b()nkr l.kll, d et.e'l'lLli "cs whkh sct a n exie i, pan of. "1"h'.< ,.,;r"l'h .. "t ,',u, 
b~ cak-ulated in ~ numbn of w~y" )",1. 11 ", b,,~i" ()I findi lLg' the cui, is the max -flow/min-cul 
dW()r~ln o[ ",'1. ,h·ur" 
J1 t ue graph can l>e thunght of "-, ,, ")"te,,, "I !HI''''' (·OIH L<'(''''.\ t.o "",,tt otw'r wit h water flowing 
f!'Om the ,o'lfE '~ no de "nd d ,,".i"in ~ ".1, 1 h" " ill k node. T he "apadtie" of t he pipet; are rehl",1 1.0 
the " ~Ille 01 the ",,,-,"ed. i()n' 1",lw"elL th e lL' Mln. Th~ TTlax- ~ovo"/mill-C"t theorem stntcs that 
lh~ graph cut eDrresponding to the lnini ,"Ul" Prj'or in "h~ 'Y""" '" m n b,· (·"lcuIM.c<i hy rLTLding 












Th,· data;;el. con. i"," of a nUlllb er of camcra imagcs or vi~w" of th e ohi" 't 10 he mod"II ",! , , 
".",·"ft~l' 1'efel'roi to IUl tlw large, object, Th~ num!)..r of viewpoint s do vary for cod, dota;d, 
but tl'" Yi~"'I>Oints W~l'" chruen in such a manncr "" tn V"",,' "" much nf th~ of Ow larg'~ 
objcct as p=ibl~ and t o Hnmre that ~(lch point on th e smf,~ '., of the t"'I:'{ oh';'d. rail b" 
,' i ,·w,~li!," at 1<.",,1. t",o c",,,e , RS, ThH t""get obj..:t ,,= placed on a ,·,u ih,"tion grid or P"t\<'rIl 
Thi. pal.l<"-'" i. ll_ l t() d,·t'~'llli n~ thH focal l,·ug,h a n(l rclativ~ orIentation of the ""mer" fnr 
that COrl'!"'I"""Jjllg vi"w, A lIlinilllwll oC 1.1 ~lUll(·r" "j"",. w.'J'<' obtain",). 
I'he lighting "'(lS choscn t(} il(' a. diffusc 0' po~"ible nnd the target ob,JC(:ts ",",n' d""",,, fn.- n,,· 
S1U'(""~ (}ptic..! '1ualitiHS, Oi!j('C\' with hi!(hly ,p,,,,ular 'Ul'f""..;; s nch as ~jnzed poncry and 
t"tTl'I",,,,'nt (}bjt'Ct.. ""ch ... , glas< ",ere noA used, SOHI.· of lh~ object. iIl'~ lll"'lc of plastic a nd 
II,,· snrC"""" t"lld ttl IW lliJll-Lamb"'ti>u" Th1'l..,[on" ha",h or s]lOt lighting was avoided so as 
tn ",inimi", 1.10" 'p""'l1lar hi~hlil:ht. Ih"t ",~,ld n"'"lt. [roTTl ""'h n!(hl ing 
TI,,· "llal«'" ,.,... c~libl',,""'I 1!Sini t.he (,~lt""h "b,l~b (~"hbratlOn Toolbox. which at the ,iu", of 
wl'itin!(. i. ayail~[,le Cr .... ly frolIl the CalU",h w(-Lsit,· [1-1], This toolbox can .lct ~;rlJli n~ th ~ focal 
k>n!(th aud rdati"" orientation of the Call1''l'a if p"wid~d with th~ corn~rs of t l>c c" librat ion 
palt",'n aI,d the origin oC the calibrali(}ll p~tt.·l'll, Thi. i. a noanu"l IHUCffiS, 
A nUlllbcr of d" tasct. "'Cl~ generav ,<l but onl) thr~e were USN in the <'Valuation pnx""" I'h . 
1.0.'- lioll d 'tl ~' .. ",_ II~' Iny "Ili","l, d" I.;",,,1 ond til!' brick fn,¥,n"'~ d~I.a."4._ ~'i~lln ' 5_ 1 . IUl"" 












cr~at!'d hy manually ""gtHenting the inlallC< U,illg " im"llc o<litill!: tool. The,," .iji>oucttC' 












Description of the developed 
algorithms 
This chapter provides an overview of the various algorithms that were developed to implement 
the task of photo consistency based model reconstruction. 
The first section of this chapter describes the set-up of the reconstruction process. This in-
volves defining the voxel space and loading the camera parameters needed to perform the 
reconstruction. The second section describes the estimation algorithm. The estimation al-
gorithm attempts to estimate the best photoconsistency threshold for a given dataset which 
is then used in the reconstruction process. The second algorithm described is the blob ren-
derer. This was developed so that different views of the reconstructed model can be rendereel 
according to the camera geometry provided. The rendered views allow comparisons to be 
made between the model reconstruction and the actual camera views in order to determine 
the accuracy of the reconstruction. The final algorithm discussed in this section creates the 
computer model from the camera views using photoconsistency. 
6.1 Process set-up 
The reconstruction process needs a mathematically defined space in which to perform the 
reconstruction. This is achieved in a number of steps. 
• Load the camera views and corresponding camera parameters . 











28 CHAPTER 6. DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVELOPED ALGORITHMS 
all the camera image planes . 
• Create a voxel grid centred on the world origin point. 
The first step is to load the camera images and the corresponding camera parameters. This 
information is stored in computer memory for quick retrieval. Storing the images in computer 
memory lowers the computational time but limits the resolution of the images that can be 
stored. The higher the resolution, the greater the amount of memory required. The resolution 
of the images used in the reconstruction process is 640 by 480 pixels. Using this resolution, 
the amount of memory required to store an image in all three colour bands is approximately 
1MB. 
The initial shape of the computer model was chosen to be a sphere. A cube shaped model 
has the disadvantage of hiding camera views due to its shape. This poses no problem if 
the reconstruction uses the silhouettes of the object under reconstruction. However, if the 
algorithm uses photoconsistency, a cubic shape could cause voxels to be incorrectly classified 
as some camera views that should see the same region of surface are occluded. A spherical 
shape allows the surface of the voxel grid to be seen by as many cameras as possible if the 
cameras are uniformly arranged around the object. 
The camera images are views of an object that lies in the physical world. As stated in chapter 
2, the origin and orientation of the world reference frame is arbitrary. In the case of camera 
parameters generated using the calibration grid measure the world reference frame is arbitrar-
ily set to the camera reference frame of one of the cameras. Once this is defined, the model 
will lie somewhere in this world space. The generated voxel grid should completely enclose 
the space occupied by the model. This is accomplished by setting the radius and the center 
point of the voxel grid. The radius is set manually and the center point is estimated. The 
radius of the initial sphere is selected to exclude as much of the background as possible. This 
was done because large amounts of consistent background causes the estimation algorithm to 
fail due to certain assumptions breaking down and also results in incorrectly labelled voxels 
in the the final reconstruction. If the background is consistent then it may be possible to 
automatically segment the views to obtain the silhouettes. 
The center point of the voxel grid is set to the estimated center point of the model in the world. 
This ("(;nter point is estimated by finding a point that llIost dosdy projects to the ("(;nt(;r of 
each image in all the available camera views. This estimate is based on the assumption that 
the cameras are all pointing in the direction of the target object and that the target object 










6.2. ESTIMATION ALGORITHM 29 
6.2 Estimation algorithm 
The purpose of the estimation algorithm is to attempt to automatically find the best photo-
consistency threshold. The algorithm operates using the voxel representation of the object 
surface. The algorithm begins by scanning the voxel grid, using no visibility restrictions, 
and determines the photoconsistency error for each voxel. These photoconsistency errors 
are stored as a vector. The mean and standard deviation of the photoconsistency errors are 
calculated and the photoconsistency threshold is set to three standard deviations below the 
mean. 
The assumption behind the estimation algorithm is as follows. A voxel is labelled as part of 
the model if two conditions hold: 
• The voxel is located on the surface of the model. 
• The occlusion reasoning is correct. 
Since visibility was not taken into account in this instance, most of the measures returned 
from the scan of the voxel grid will correspond to a value of a voxel that is not part of 
the model due to one of the aforementioned reasons. Therefore, the photo consistency errors 
obtained should represent the spread of values that are associated with voxels that are not 
part of the model. Histograms of the photo consistency errors indicate that the spread of 
values is Gaussian in nature. The mean and standard deviation are used to model this spread 
of values. A value is considered to be outside the distribution if it is more than three standard 
deviations from the center of a Gaussian. Hence, the highest threshold chosen outside this 
distribution should be the upper limit of the values associated with a correct voxel. Any value 
below this threshold indicates a consistent voxel. 
This method fails in the case of images having a consistent background, for example, a single 
colour backdrop. Then the assumption that the voxels return an inconsistent value fails as 
it is probable that a large number of voxels will project into this consistent background and 
thus be labelled as consistent. 
Some datasets were evaluated to determine whether the assumption that the scan of the voxel 
grid, without taking visibility into account, returns values corresponding to the inconsistent 
stat!' holds tnw. Two histograms of the rdul'lwd photocollsistellcy values under different 
scenarios were generated. The first scenario involves a pass through the entire voxel grid with 
no occlusion reasoning. The second scenario involves a pass only through the voxels contained 
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The expected results of the two different scenarios are as follows. In the first case, the values 
returned by the photo consistency measures should correspond to inconsistency according to 
the assumption made above. Therefore, the histogram generated should model the distribu-
tion of the values associated with an inconsistent voxel. In the second case, the visual hull 
should be a reasonable approximation to the actual target object and the photo consistency 
values returned should correspond to a consistent state. The resulting histogram should model 
the distribution of photo consistency values that are associated with a consistent voxel. 
By comparing these two histograms, an estimate of the validity can be made of the assumption 
that the pass through the voxel grid without taking visibility into account, returns values that 
correspond to inconsistency. Figure 6.1 shows the comparison between the two histograms 
obtained from the toy lion dataset, the toy animals dataset and the brick fragment dataset. 
6.3 Blob renderer 
The blob renderer generates an image of the reconstructed model from a specific camera 
viewpoint specified by a projection matrix. The renderer is designed to be used with the 
voxel representation of an object. 
The voxel centres, sizes and colours are passed to the renderer, along with the projection 
matrix of the desired viewpoint. The renderer projects all the voxel vertices into the image 
plane. These vertices define a polygon in the image plane. For simplicity, the polygon is 
approximated by a rectangle. To model occlusion, a buffer is kept in memory listing the 
distance of each voxel center from the location of the camera in the world reference frame. 
The reasoning behind this occlusion modelling is as follows: 
If the voxel is closer to the center of the camera then it is closer to the virtual image plane 
of that camera. Therefore, voxels that project to a similar location in the image plane are 
ordered by distance from the center of the camera, resulting in a rendered image where 
portions of the model that are occluded are not rendered. 
6.4 Occlusion mask algorithm 
The occlusion mask algorithm determines which voxel can be seen by which camera. It allows 
occlusion reasoning to be incorporated into the reconstruction of the target object. 
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CHA/'TEH Ii, D1'-~('IIIPTTO,V OF' TWo m:; .. 'F:LOPEV ALGORITHMS 
",,1<'lll,,1.,,1 ill world <OOOHl i n"t~,_ The vox~l" m~ th en projecte<l lllto the \'Irma! image planf' 01 
e",dl ""HI ~r"_ Th i" iHl<l!(~ pl ,me i" refe1T~d t o '\h tlw buffer, The rcgion that the ,'oxel proje.:'t, 
I" in t.h~ h"ffer i, "pprOXiTTli1.ted Iw a rt"Ctangl~ and thcn marked with the dist.ance of I.he 
,'o:<el to t.h " ""HI"ra ~e nteo This 'tel' oi the proc= 1S illustratcd in h~ur" (',2, 
If Ihe .. em .. of tho ,rKlOn in [,he bu[lo, ,,] .. ~"<ly h",,, ""IL"', th('n thi , v"lue "' COIlljl"Ted to 
th" ""k "I"I,,1 <Ii" ".,,,'" 01 Ihe ,'oxel rro m I,be ''''''IN of tl'" ~at"em _ If the ,"a lne in thc bnffcr 
i" " tt,,,lIN, th"TI th,' ,'o:<el i, Hlark~d '" ocduded for that ~aT"cr" If the valuc in the bnffcr 
b gn,,,t.er, Ih!'" t.ho- vox!'1 i, mark"l "~vi,ihl .. ,,,,d t h" burr"r is ovcrwnt\en with tlw sm"ller 
<Ii" " TI"~ 
T wo 1'".''''''"Tf' 1JJ",I,' Ihnlll gh Ihr ,'oxc'l KrirL T he fi rst jl~" find, th~ ,-axel, d=t to the 
('" n,,'m ,u~1 110" "~" )l"ll "'" 1"),,,1,"11 olher "oxelJ that arc furt her away alollA the same 
opt;,'"1 m,""~ 0'" 101(\,,1 
The limit~l ,ion' of tW" "'.I:;oritlllll are that it. ",,,rb w)x~l, "" ,';I.h('[' o('dllded or v;',ihln Thi_ 
ean lead to hob being formed m t.h e voxci grid where partially oeclnded "oxe'" arf' marked 
•. , f"lIy o<'d,,(hl "Tid are not co,,,ide red iTI the reconstrllction pnx'= In an atteTTljlt \0 
"oITI1 ~''' '''t" for th'"" v<)xd "1Z ,' i. ha lv,'d ill tl", <'aknl;ctl()1I'_ Thi" font" ,,,,".I I g"l'S ill h"tw~eT I 
tho \'oxel grid .ll, .. dng ,-oxob (!lle ]a)" dN'1' to he "["",,{io<l .. , ,'bible_ Fig" ", r, .~ illllMn',le,; 
the eneet of halving the ,"oxel "i.e on the ",.ibilil,y Iallf'lling, 
ThiJ prowdurc dOt's l",,,, the llnfort LLnat~ 'ide effed of labelling rome OCdlldco:l voxcl, '" 
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Thi, "'di,m <Ie,,·ribes the al~orlt hm Ilsed Lll t he Ihe", t.o generat.e mooe!s without usmg 
SIlhouette; a., a , (an.inj.( point. 
To calculate Yisibilit.y. an ltcrati,,, proces, is used whereby the "i,ibility of a 'tarti)lg J))od~l i, 
calculate<! and using tILl'; information , 1 he photoconsistellcy of t he , ,,,face "oxds are e"t.h'"t~-d 
A llCW n¥ldel is formed [,a.<;ed onlhe phot.ocene 's!."ncy re,u!t, aud th~ Yisibility r~",Jc"lak-d 
The pr(){'e<!m" " neralro based on the "';'9umption that it will oomuge to "-I' ~=pt"bk 
,olution whel'eby both the condItion, of I'l,,j)ilit-y and phot()<'onei.,telH :y are satished 
Th~r~ i, an "l~orithlll dC"Tikd '" II;j, that HOC" a table liHkinl', the yi,ibilitY alld ( ·O!" i ,t.~Il(')' 
,t,~ t ~ ()f '·ox~h. If th~ yoxd ,tate is dmngC'd f,olf) comi't~nt to lll"on,i,tent, I b~ l ab~ i, 11",1 
t.,) <I~ I,e rtrli,,~ v:bid, "0",,1, ,bo,,11 be- r<'-(",Jl~"(t"d with t. iI,' dl" "g~d ,-;',ihilil,·. n"lher Ih",H 
""Ilg" t.ahle, tl,.. algo,ith'rl '-1'e,\ ill th" the, i, 'iJ))ph- "·('ah·,,lat~' lh~ v i'ihi lily " r all Ill<" 
\'CJx~1o ill ,'ar-h it~r"t i,))] . 'I'bi' i, a ",,,p ~r h", J))OT~ wJ))l'utat'''JJ<Jly eXJ ... ,,,i,-~ pn w",,,. 
Thi, algorithlll me" a la'w-by-Iayer appronch to re"on,t ruct. t he t.argct objed l'hc occlusio)) 
..,,1 i))]ate of tIt<' unt ermo,t ~ ... y,-'r < ,f th~ nrrreul ",,""'I ,,,,1 huat. 01 th~ ()iJj"n i. found u, iug t tk' 
"" d",ion all',orithlil. Oncc this occlusi()ll "" timat~ is oiolainM. Ihe "ertic~s of t h~ "uxcls in the 
" Ill ~r'rl()" lawr n.re proj c'ct,"<I Into (he C""j~'U image p lone" tali)),"; visib,lity into "" ,ount 










CH.\J'TEH G, Uh'SCW1' T JO ..... ()to' THE DE'/EL OPED AU:ORIT IL\ /S 
thl<l, fl.," rO "laiI1l~1 in ell!) "",I a,,~l" aTe 'loT(~l i" R ,et. for ('~ch ",,10m l~Hl(.I: r"d, gn '<"n "nd 
bi ll", 
Once t his proeess is complete, each voxcl will have 3 sets of pb"'l 'Xllollr, f()r ,'aeh ra",,,rR, 
Th,'8<' pixel ('{)l() urh a,..' po. ,"'e""c<l by eh,· I'lwl.!"'o "oi,I.""ry jjj('fl."H " au,] a ,,"'nil ,..'l " .... " 1. 
Th" ""nll d"",rmiucs wh el h"r LiJ() "",d i. ('onsish 'nl or "ot, If lh" \'oxel ;, rOle,;,,,,,,!. t.1"" , 
it i, [('laiIH~L olh,," wl"" i" is , li",,,, <1 .. 1 from 1.l", "ox"l !',rid . 
One" lhi<; 1'''''''''''' ;,; roml'l"t-,~l , S!)jjj(. of eh" ",x,,1s illRy lH"'" l ,,~m r"jj~)"",l fro", t.h" mod"L 
T!~ull.i ,, !', i" "lTTH ' of th ' "ox'.'l, i" 110 " n",,1 layer 1.0 h" '.'~l",",,,<L T Il(' rdor'.', tl,,· 0<'ch"ion 
c''''-inl" !.p is r~cak Llla' f"(1 lo lake inlO aC(' JLlIle I.h'.' ('h",,!',("(1 "i'ibi lity of t. he ",'wly "xjH",~1 
\ ox"l,;. 
This ]\1'0<'"","", ,Pp""; ... .!, ]..,,,r h,.. ],W" T. nn'il 1.1[('n, an' no In,,,.,, i 'l("(",si"t.~nt \'"~,,k T I., ~!Lal 












This chapter presents the results of various experiments conducted to evaluate the perfor-
Illallce of the algorithms described ill chapter 6. The first section of this chapter describes 
the experimental procedure used to generate the results. The second section presentH the 
results obtained from the experiments and the final section demonstrates the effect that a 
large amount of consistent background has on the estimation algorithm. 
7.1 Experimental procedure 
Four experiments were performed on each of three datasets, to evaluate the performance of 
the algorithms. Each dataset contains a number of camera views of an object and the camera 
calibration information. 
First, a model of the object iH created using a 121x121x121 voxel grid. In a "leave-one-
out" procedure, a single camera view is excluded from the dataset, hereafter referred to as 
the reference image, so that an evaluation of the accuracy of the generated model can be 
obtained. By not using this camera view in the dataset, a better estimation of the accuracy 
of the reconstruction can be obtained as the information provided by that camera view is 
not used in the reconstruction process. The eHtimation algorithm is used to calculate the 
photoconsistency threshold. 
The size of the voxel grid was set manually to the smallest value that still ensured that the 
voxel grid encompasses the entire volume that the computer model of the object occupies. 
The smallest value was chosen to maximize the resolution of the computer model and not to 











36 CHAPTER 7. RESULTS 
Once the computer model is generated, an image of the reconstruction is rendered, from 
the same camera viewpoint as the reference image, using the blob renderer algorithm. The 
reference image and the rendered image are compared by using an accuracy measure. 
The accuracy measure is based on root mean squared error (RMSE). This measure determines 
the error between two images by calculating the mean squared error of the difference between 
corresponding pixel intensities in the two images. If the images are exact, then the error will 
be zero. The measure is defined as 
E rrns = (7.1) 
The pixel value vectors hand /2 are obtained by extracting pixel values from the reference 
image and the rendered image respectively. 
The silhouettes were used purely to remove parts of the reference camera image that are not 
part of the object itself. This prevents large errors caused by the background being present in 
the reference image but not being part of the reconstructed model. Using the silhouettes has 
the side effect of removing pixels from the rendered view that may be due to erroneous voxels 
in the reconstruction. Therefore, any extra pixels outside the silhouettes in the rendered view 
that do not have a value of zero are compared to the reference image to determine if it is in 
fact consistent with the scene even though it is not part of the target object. The value of 
zero was chosen because the value of the blob renderer canvas is initially set to zero. Any 
pixels that do not have a value of zero forms part of the projection of the computer model. 
For example, objects placed on a calibration grid will cause both the object and the calibration 
grid to be reconstructed, since the calibration grid is consistent in all the views. However, 
the silhouettes would normally be constructed so as to isolate the actual object. Therefore, 
the reconstruction algorithm should not be penalized for reconstructing the calibration grid 
even though it is not part of the desired model. 
An error map is generated indicating the distribution of the pixel errors and can be used to 
evaluate the accuracy of the computer model. The silhouettes are not used to remove the 
background so that a better visual estimate of the reconstruction can be made. 
The second experiment evaluates the operation of the estimation algorithm by generating a 
number of computer models using different voxel grid resolutions. The resolutions span from 
a 21x21x21 voxel grid to a 121x121x121 voxel grid. Six computer models were created for 










7.2. onJECT RECo.VSTRUCTION RESULTS 
lI~lS error me",,,urc "'"~ uo<'d in c"eh e,1,I;(' to cvvluate thc ",-,cun1c.v of the r.-.co"stn,,'!.i o!,- Th~ 
,..,,,ult, of tnciiC cxpc:riment" Me t",buh,w.l in the r",'o,.,;truction re,ulh section fo. ~;",h colour 
band. 
Tnc third exp':riTtlellt c",kulme, the !L\IS errOl of a rceo""tructioll, toling If>c ",'"",rl ""iant 
of the HMSE photoCQI"i:;lenry measurc. 'Ill the photoconsi"tell"Y tloresholrl i, Ch""gOO. Tho 
,..,,,ulh of this experilUent dcTtlon"twte ",hat. tnc be,t photocon,r,;tency thrcs)x,lrl ""\lwlly 
10. l'hc aJ:curoc.v of Inc rOXOI,"troction IJI;ill!( this thrcbhold ean be com parM to the ,,,"u-
fO"y rc" ulL> of the ,!'C<",rl cxpcriJJ>Cllt, "here thc thr""loold w,,,, "dectM u,ing th~ ""tilUati'm 
,,1,,;<>ril hm in o.-deT I" 'l~t~rmiJw how ..If", t iv~ I h~ ,·,-tim'lti"" ai~OTit h ,n i" 
The l<~lt'lh exp"ri,[](·"t demon"tr"t,.,; the djlfF,'e nc~ in 1'",'[01"m"",<, hel ... """ th~ " .a"d" ,·'] 
rl~viatioll phot o<'o,,"i"t,~""y TtW,", Ufe oml hoth ,"".iunt' of thc RMS I'hot,><;o""ietc,,cr 'n~a'me. 
Tnc l"Oxc1 grid resolution """,I in thi' ~'XP<'rimcllt i, tilx6 i xti I. The tlore'holrl i, "too PPM froTtl a 
hi!(h to " low "oluc, At c~rh "ep, tI", 'IC,'UT &Cy Df the n'!lulting ",omputef JJ)orld rccon,tflK'tiOi' 
i, "VaJ"Rl<.,j, The "'oult, ~", )""""ntt.l in the ,,..xl oectiou. 
A '~p<'ro \~ ~xperi'n~ll ( d~m'nL"\[a\~" the d<'I,rilJ,..,,(ol dTe;;t t. h,u. 0 i"r!w a ,nou"! of ,'o,,'i.,',~nt 
l:>1«'k!(TOlllld ho~ 011 the e,tiTt",,\.iol1 ,dgorithTtl 0,00 olso provides 0 p<lbbiblc sol llt ioll t.o 1CS'W1I 
I hi " df~"L 
7.2 Object recon struction results 
7 2.1 Recullblructiull U]' a luy liull. 
Thi_ ,,,),,'Ct io,, d,,",',ril ... , tl ... ","ult., ohl,aineJ fro' " th~ ~xl ... ri'''~nl' dOI' ~ ",i,, ~ t h~ toy lion 
<1,,1. ... -...1.. 
Figur~ 7 I iiiu,tnl\.<:b 80TtlC of the C1ln>CfO vicw, ""cd to gonefoto:' the comp"ter Ttlodci of thc 
obj",'\. 
Views of reconstruc ted model 
Figure 7,2 illustrates OOJJlC of thc vicw, ta"·n uf Olle of tl,,' " ,(,£lll,u"ct.'d mooe"" TIl<' H'" 





















7.2 OJJ.lECr IUX'ONSI'RUCnO!,' RESUL'l 'S 
Figu« 7.3, Im_ ",...,j in tl .. ""mpur ,...", 1"0<'",,"_ Th. im 'ge on lI.., I.f. '" 01>< "·, , ... 1 ".,.,,,, "; ew " I' ,I", ,," 
I",.. whil. ,I .. im"t" on ,I", ,;'-;10,." LIM' '~l~h,'<1 ,,..,, of 'h" r"m,'.nHion (,,"" ,h. ",me c. nce,," ""'''point, 
Rrror map 
Fi~\lr~ 7.4 '" I he 'n~" <of I t.,. IUrS ,'n'lT 1><,I",e('l1 tll<' l'ix<'!, ill I.lH' '·'"ltl,"t;"o" ill",!\,' awl d,., 
rendered ,,,,~Icl imi\ge_ Dark ",e", indi""Il' Inw eTror "-hil,, light Mc"", ind'ealc high "",or 
The silhouct l~ are not us"d to rcmO\'c Ihe bac'kgroun<1. 
Performance of the estimation a lgorithm 
ToN"" 7.1, 7.2 , "".-I 7.:J lis t t he RM~P VHh"", for ""dl edour bcond nbt";lll,d hv ,'om!'",.;n!', ti"o 
[t'<x\nstructe.-l modd will. t he view t.hat "''''" kept Mide_ T),,,,,,, "rc t.l", [c",,,It., of the ",,",,"d 



















7.2. OBJECT RECOSSTRUCTION RESULTS' 
fa!>l" U KIL., <uK>'" [ • .,,,[ lIMSE ,',hkc, fo, dilf,·,<",.o. res"!>,t.,,, ,,,,-,,,,,tl'uctiorL> ""i"~ the to,' lion ,1., ...,\, 
View , , ., , " C \! .~11 H .. ""j"tlOH , 
21x2h21 19.~ n.~7 "" f)" W.2~ 
-----1 
19",7 1R,r,1 W,7C 
4Ix·IL<41 Iti.8-5 1,,18 11f;1 1 5.~ 13~1 IC .~7 l,jfX) 
tilxtilxol 18AI 1 9 91 " " 17~9 Ion 17--11 liJO 81x81x81 23.21 2l.il 18,98 19.80 XI, i3 2 Ll7 20,9~ 
, lOhlOlxlOl 2~.9~ 22,f)2 lRA7 19 ,3,; :!),42 21.7C 21.oo 
I 12lx12hl21 22.119 2O.S7 17 11 19l)4 W21 21.39 2Of)~ 
Vie", , , , , " C ~!eott n "",,1 ttli,,,, 
21x2h21 .1(),3·j 29 ,00 29.:>8 29.<,.1 3O,()(j 29,~ '"' 41x41x41 74,42 n,w 7~."~ 72.m; 74"f) 72 ,1 4 llll 1.1, 
tilxtihfj] In.oo lo5 .~ 170()3 II1~.ti4 171.llti W".::\S 2m 4& 
81x81x8 1 ·11 LGC ·!OiL7 I ,116,5(; 1~ 1.63 -101 .~ 398 A ,5 Ihn 50. 
1Oh1OlxiOl %~.~4 OOl.&< X4AA %l2.M [oo7.10 lH7.3-0 16m :;18 
12hl21x121 , 1922,00 2110.20 HlH4.00 1900,00 11\08,2'0 210,,,(1) .12m :i3/; 
I\"""r""y verSl'" Plloto('OI,"i~te()cy t.I're~l , 01d 
h~ll"~ ·T.~ ilh"tmt<>s ho,,- thp "('nmwy of th~ r"'Oll>l Tlwt~d m()()pl ('ha"I("""" t.he I'hoV)('olL' 
8iokncy threshold i8 chall~M . 'rh~ WS"llltioll of th~ ""x~1 grid "",<l ill the r"'o,,,t. ludio!l 
pH""·'" i8 0 I xo I xG 1 , 
Comp"ri~on of different photocousisten<:y measures 
hgure i.n ,how" fhe d ifl'el'cnce ill the P€l'f()l't"aJ"'~ of three d tlferellt photClCOllS>;t.mcy 1ll~8-
"" """, the "l"Jl(jar<l (h",'i,~ iOIL 111 ""._ U,,· ,uxl hoi h v"rim,t" of tI", n "'SF. plool,,)(x,,",i,l.e,"'Y error. 
T h" Il",,,,lw,hh haw b.,.." Iwmnahz,,1 {m lwt.l~1 Ippr~"""t"-t.i'H '- The """"latinll "f t.l,., rnXlIL' 
"tr1u'liolL "",,1 10 oblai" lh_ graph" i, tihlilxti] T he ""I 'ar~('y le,all." ale d"l~in"d from 
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11 ClIA1'TEll 7. HESVLTS 
7.2.2 H.ccollstruction of a collection of toy alli",al~ 
CalUera view. 












7.2 OBJECT RECONSTRliCTION RESULTS 4:; 
00 ~ 
.~ .-.- "'0 
~ 0_ 
~~.o ,-
>~ > 00 
,- ~"o .- .-
»0 "'0 
,"~'~e 7.9 )"'a, .. ' ''''" in \~. C<Mnp"".'m 1"'--"-""" The im.Y' 'm t~. H, i> 'he ac,,,.J C'Tll"" n ,"w of U .. 












Fi~un' 7,]0 "ho".,. t]l<' prrnr ll);lp oLtn.in('(\ hy usin!,; til(' IL\lS lll"ru<UtP on the cowpariooll 
illla~l1l, 
P"rforTll""c~ of the est imation nlgorithm 
'Il,h]., 7.5 . 7.6 nnd 7.7 I""'"lll Ihc ,e"ulto obt~h,cd fro111 the ""':011'1"')' 111""S11n'111e,," of th e 
differell' 1110del fe, nll..,Ulll,tiOll.., of t hc to), ruJima.is datMP\. Thc avcrage complllat ional time 










(,2. OB,J./';(''j HECOSSTHUCTJO.I\' Jl.F:SUL'!'S " 
T,\>Ie 7.\' R«I ba",d RMSE ,,,1,-,,,,, fof diff,.,-,,,,I "",,,,,1.;"n ",",'"".t"'o,io" , of l.h. Lo)' "",,,,.1, ,!. ",,"~ 
Vicw I 
, , , , 
" '~lca,, '~ n e"oIL, I· jn" 
21x21x21 22.22 2\)57 23.67 23.05 25.3-1 nA6 n89 
4lx4b:AI IS.01 1R,75 1,<t.42 18,02 18,70 17,80 1828 
(jlx(ilx61 22.40 ZlU;3 mr':) 20.~4 2U5 20.30 20,81 
RhJtlxR1 2~.5,<t 21,91 19,42 19.95 2H)(i 2L14 21.35 
10lx1U1x101 1~.,<tl n17 JiI.3.J 1 !J.i~J 2U:< 111.79 210~ 
121xl21xl21 22.06 22,16 19.80 21.L~O 2158 11.21 21 ~8 
----
I.hk 7.6 (;"'." h""d HAISE •• 1<", r,~ d,Ir,'",,,, "'""Iu'"", ,."""",,,,, .• K>.,,, oIl1o<' ury- ,y,im"h dal .. ,d 
---- i-I Vi,'V: , , , , \leaH 
Hcoolution 
"._ --. 19.r~j t 2lx~lx21 l\I.2~ 1~ .. 'l,1 1 R,fi2 20.4:1 2IlLj 19,40 
-11x·J1x41 16.I~J 1~~~ 16fjJ 1 7.lj~ 17..10 IHl7 17 .. 1~ 
61x6lx61 1~.36 ~O62 11189 20.11 no,<t I !J.i~J 2Ol'-l 
8lx~lx81 23.71 2 1 86 1900 10.~2 nw ~J.(I~ 21 A 1 
1OIxlOlxlOl 22.80 22.(16 19.28 10.01 215~ 20.~1 21.03 
121xl2lx121 22.00 22,3 1 19.77 20.2" 21~,r. 20,M 21.Lj 
Vi, .... , , , , , " ' \I"~,, , Ih'solutKm , I I 
I 11x2h11 
21l.7(j 2077 ~O.lO ~:1.17 21).56 ~Lij] ~1.23 
I 1Ix11xll II'-.OR 20, II 1R,n 21.11 10,(;3 10.n 10 711 , 
(ilxfjlx(j/ 24.4(j 22.5~ 2:\,4,j 22.,jR 24,~:1 22.42 2:\ .• % 
~h~h~l ~(UI~ 23 76 n.oo ~~ .. !fJ 25.17 ~.1.n 24JJ4 
1()lx10bdOI 1~.OO 2386 2~A3 1~.45 2,1 1 II ~J.l1 2352 
121x12lxl21 21.OC 21.10 229\) 22.58 2!.17 23.71 23.59 
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A\~' ''r''"y v .. n;o>s PILOIOco"sis ICIICY t h resh"ld 
~ '!I' ''' ' 7 I I i))",lm,1.<'" I~, .. · I.J", ... :' "" ~ '. "f ,h., ''''''''L", n><-",.I moold d l ~"!\'''' ... , til<' pbr,t()('''". 
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Cff.l PrER 7. RFStil.1'8 
7.2.3 R.ecollstructiol! of a hrick fragmm't 
Thi" ",ction pI!,s~nt' tlw re:;uit< obtai",·J frow i.hp ".~IJP,."n,·nl, <I,iH!: lh,· hri('k fm~"'CHt 
datru;~t. 
Camera views 
Vi.,,,,, "f rc.-""st ructe<i lll(..-jel 
Following th~ '" 'W) lormal as before, Figu,." 7.14 I"''''·''',' "'HIP ,,'h:t.,~l .i,''''' of tlOP r<'«)n _ 
Stl'uct,,j brick fragm,;"" 
']"bICb ;.9, ;.10 and 7 I j present the r<lConstruction accurac), Tl'Suits for ditI~I!'nt resolut ion 
,""xci gri,1s fur the bri"k fragment dataset. l'abl~ 7.12 pr""'nt' the ooml'utmionul time rc-
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~R"61 tL"Pl ~O'61 98-61 99'I~ 19 L1 (Il'9 1 1r.P:I~lxl~l 
(ifi '1<1 WI1. 1(i'81 <;;r.-fiT ;;(;' I;; 8(;9T (;8-1' I IIITXIII(XIOT 
16'91 1,!),~T (;1:1<1 O~'LT j./'H' (I(, (,IITI f: I 'IT T1<x l 1< x I R 
~\:H <:~ 11 ~'(.i'! 11 ,:1"1'1 1<1''1 1 1<~ ';; 1 ~'(i" 1 I T!)X lflXl !l 
N!nl OR ~'1 1'1'lI l R'\:1 'J I 'i' I GN'\:1 ~'1<'(,T II'X ltxl t 
f:'J'GI '1 1'11. Ri',' 1 ;; W'Ll !)(l G I (,VR I I'Hil 11,X I1,X l (; 
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('flAPTFR 7. RPSrrT .j'S 
Figure 7, IC shows the diife,,-'ucp on th~ !"",formaucc of ! hr~'{' ,\Jlkrent photoconsi'tency m"&-
,me" the st andard deviation measure and but h variant s of the rL\ISt; photooolls istellQ errm, 
The thres holds have bc",n normalized for hetler reprc'"'ntation , The resolntioll of the reron-
,tructiOll n,ed to obtain tile,", graph, b CIxClxCI. The ",..: macy re,,,lt" "'" ob tai"ed [rolIl 
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7.:{ Effect of cOll,;istl'ut background 
rho:: followjn~ r~'Wn"\rtICtio" w,,,, pcrforrrH'd ,,,ing " data.,,·t fro", W,~) "'>llr<"" [1:1]. Th,· 
da\(l.SCt con'~'t.,.,j uf 2 j vicws of ". J""v~' ",.\ion fi~u[t,_ So"", of (hI' "anH'II' ""'w., or I 10" ohj,.:( 
B'''' ,how1I in Fig"r~ 7.17. 
Notice that the background is =ntially Ilniform in colour, This highly cunsil;t~nt badgrollnd 
resilits in the estiu.ation ilistogTaUl that contains a large l,,·rcentage of mill"" corresponding 
to OOllsistcncy. The hiotogram of ti>c phot.-.con,istcncy errors from the pa", throngh the initial 
"oxc! grid (lnd th~ ru"togr(\111 oI,tainoo from the pa.58 of the voxds oontainoo in the "i"nul hull. 
S]lDwn in Fig""" 7_1~. ill""lrall'fl th;. large ,,"nonnt oC ()Y<'rlal'. 
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Conclusions and possible future 
work 
The objectives of this thesis is to perform a review of the literature pertaining to model recon-
struction using photoconsistency-based methods, to develop an algorithm that can perform 
the reconstruction and to evaluate its performance. 
Some background has been provided on the necessary mathematics and concepts required to 
create a computer model of an object. The literature indicates that there are better methods 
such as graph cut based reconstruction that are likely better in creating accurate models than 
the iterative procedure described in this thesis. 
A reconstruction algorithm was developed, based on the use of voxels to represent the model. 
The algorithm computes the photoconsistency and the visibility of voxels in an iterative cycle 
in the hope of a convergent solution. However, the resolution of the recreated model is highly 
dependent on the resolution of the voxel grid used to perform the reconstruction. Coarse 
grids allow for a fast reconstruction with small memory usage while finer resolutions require 
finer grids alld morc processing timc. The cost of having filler resolutioll illcreases by a cubic 
factor. 
The limitations of physical computer memory pose a problem. In order to use higher resolution 
images and voxel grids, more physical memory is needed. Eventually, the limit is reached 
and other memory management methods need to be used. Perhaps breaking the model 
into sections, processing each section separately, recording the results to a physical disk and 
recombining the sections afterwords may resolve the memory limitations. 











58 CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND POSSIBLE FUTURE WORK 
needs refinement as it is influenced by large amounts of uniformly coloured background. 
The algorithms attempt to perform a reconstruction without the need of silhouettes but 
the reconstructions model the scene rather than a specific object. The user needs to define 
what part of the reconstructed scene is the desired model. Therefore, either the images or 
the reconstructed scene needs to be segmented into desirable and non-desirable elements. 
Perhaps, segmentation can be performed using a recognizable background, be it a uniform 
colour or a defined pattern. Perhaps the image silhouettes can be generated by segmenting 
the images based on colour and whether the resulting silhouettes form a consistent visual 
hull. 
The use of voxels as a representation of the object is useful in that it is versatile and can 
represent any kind of structure. Nevertheless, voxels are not inherently smooth and the 
resulting reconstructions are "blocky". The voxel is only an approximation to the actual 
geometry of the surface and the real world object's surface may have any orientation or 
facing. The voxel representation will cause difficulties when further refinements to the model 
are desired, such as surface reflectance and lighting effects. 
Perhaps deformable meshes can be used to represent the reconstructed model. Meshes can 
form a better approximation to a surface than v()xds but do not have tIl(' samc fkxibility 
and ease of use as voxels. For instance, voxels can reconstruct a model of an object with 
distinct separate sections. Multiple meshes would be required to recreate the same object. 
An algorithm would have to take separateness into account. 
The photoconsistency measures presented in this thesis are based purely on the content or 
distribution of pixel colour values. The measures take no account of the spatial relationship 
between the pixels. When using voxels, a perfect surface orientation is not known therefore 
these measures are a simple way of determining whether that particular voxel is photocon-
sistent or not, yet these measures can return false positives if the colour distributions are 
similar in nature. For instance, a particular texture may have a certain distribution of colour 
elements. This distribution may be similar all over the surface of the target object. This 
can result in voxels being incorrectly classified as part of a surface because each view of 
that voxel may project onto a similar looking surface but not necessarily the same region of 
surface. Therefore, a more accurate result would probably be obtained by using a measure 
that performs actual spatial image matching rather than consistency. The difficulty in using 
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